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Purpose: Abdominal pain is common in patients with chronic pancreatitis (CP), but management is challenging – possibly due to 
altered pain processing within the central nervous system rendering conventional treatments ineffective. We hypothesized that many 
patients with painful CP have generalized hyperalgesia correlating with central neuronal hyperexcitability.
Patients and Methods: Seventeen CP patients with pain and 20 matched healthy controls underwent experimental pain testing, 
including repeated pain stimuli (temporal summation), pressure algometry performed in dermatomes with same spinal innervation as 
the pancreatic gland (pancreatic areas) and remote dermatomes (control areas), a cold pressor test and a conditioned pain modulation 
paradigm. To probe central neuronal excitability, the nociceptive withdrawal reflex was elicited by electrical stimulation of the plantar 
skin, and electromyography was obtained from the ipsilateral anterior tibial muscle together with somatosensory evoked brain 
potentials.
Results: Compared to healthy controls, patients with painful CP had generalized hyperalgesia as evidenced by 45% lower pressure 
pain detection thresholds (P<0.05) and decreased cold pressor endurance time (120 vs 180 seconds, P<0.001). In patients, reflex 
thresholds were lower (14 vs 23 mA, P=0.02), and electromyographic responses were increased (16.4 vs 9.7, P=0.04) during the 
withdrawal reflex, reflecting predominantly spinal hyperexcitability. Evoked brain potentials did not differ between groups. A positive 
correlation was found between reflex thresholds and cold pressor endurance time (ρ=0.71, P=0.004).
Conclusion: We demonstrated somatic hyperalgesia in patients with painful CP associated with spinal hyperexcitability. This 
highlights that management should be directed at central mechanisms using, eg, gabapentinoids or serotonin-noradrenaline reuptake 
inhibitors.
Keywords: pain, hyperalgesia, nociceptive withdrawal reflex, electroencephalography, electromyography

Introduction
Chronic pancreatitis (CP) is a progressive fibro-inflammatory disease resulting in fibrosis and atrophy of the gland, which 
may, in time, lead to anatomical and functional changes. The most common symptom in CP is abdominal pain. Studies 
have found that 70–85% of the CP patients report abdominal pain,1,2 being the most common cause of hospitalization in 
these patients.3 Pain in CP may result from mechanical obstruction, neuropathic or inflammatory alterations within the 
diseased pancreas.4 However, it may also be influenced by hyperalgesia caused by neuroplastic changes within the 
central nervous system.5–10 The presence of pain is strongly associated with a poor quality of life and health resource 
utilization.3,11,12 Nevertheless, only 10% of the CP patients with a history of pain are sufficiently treated (pain-free with 
therapy).1 This warrants an improvement in the management and characterization of pain in CP.

Hyperalgesia in patients with painful CP can be widespread or segmental, depending on the distribution of changes in 
central pain processing.13 Hence, hyperalgesia may be caused by spinal or supraspinal neuronal changes and typically 
a combination of both. We and others have previously examined the presence and localization of hyperalgesia in patients 
with CP using quantitative sensory testing (QST).13,14 In this test battery, spinal convergence of afferents from the 
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pancreas and somatic structures allows for visceral hyperalgesia to be indirectly evaluated using testing of different 
dermatomes.15,16 Thus, by examining somatic hyperalgesia using QST, information can be provided on changes within 
the central nervous system, such as neuronal hyperexcitability.

To investigate spinal neuronal excitability more directly, the nociceptive withdrawal reflex (NWR) can be used. The 
NWR is a polysynaptic spinal reflex that facilitates withdrawal from potentially damaging stimuli to the skin.17,18 The 
NWR has previously been used to evaluate spinal pain processing as there is a relation between reflex thresholds and pain 
thresholds and a correlation between the size of NWR and experienced pain.17 The NWR is not specific to pancreatic 
disorders but may reflect alterations to the spinal pain processing in general as shown in several other diseases.19–22 

Altered pain processing was expected to occur in patients with painful CP and therefore the NWR is a valid tool in this 
setting. Supraspinal excitability can be concurrently evaluated by capturing the somatosensory evoked potential triggered 
by the painful stimulus used to evoke the NWR using electroencephalography (EEG).

We hypothesized that many patients with painful CP would display hyperalgesia during quantitative sensory testing of 
the pain system and that the QST measures would correlate to spinal and supraspinal hyperexcitability assessed using 
electromyography (EMG) and EEG when the NWR is evoked. In patients with painful CP as compared to healthy 
controls, the aims were to assess 1) hyperalgesia using pressure thresholds in various dermatomes, temporal summation, 
and conditioned pain modulation capacity; 2) spinal excitability by quantifying reflex threshold and size of the NWR; 3) 
supraspinal excitability by capturing the somatosensory evoked potential triggered by the NWR; and finally, 4) to explore 
the correlations between QST and central neurophysiologic measures separating CP patients and controls.

Materials and Methods
Study Population
This study was conducted at the Center for Pancreatic Diseases, Department of Gastroenterology and Hepatology, 
Aalborg University Hospital, Denmark, from February 2014 to December 2018 under a previously published protocol.23 

Patients and age- and gender-matched healthy controls were included in a randomized, placebo-controlled study 
regarding the long-term effects of ketamine on pain treatment in patients with CP. Patients aged 18 or above with 
a CP diagnosis (according to the Mayo Clinic diagnostic criteria)24 and deemed compliant were eligible for participation 
in the study. Furthermore, patients had to suffer from chronic abdominal pain (pain ≥3 days per week for at least 3 
months), and they should consider their pain insufficiently treated using the prescribed analgesic treatment. Patients were 
also asked to answer the validated Brief Pain Inventory.25

The study was approved by the North Denmark Region Committee on Health Research Ethics (N-20130040) and the 
Danish Health and Medicines Authorities (http://www.clinicaltrialsregister.eu, EudraCT no.: 2013-003357-17). All 
participants gave written informed consent before any study-related procedures, and the study was conducted in 
agreement with the Helsinki declaration.

Experimental Procedure
Quantitative Sensory Testing
All participants in the study underwent QST measurements as previously described,14 but with few exceptions. Thus, 
temporal summation was performed using electrical stimulations and not pin-prick. The participants were asked to rate 
the electrical pain detection threshold. The electrical current intensity used to evoke this was multiplied by 1.5 and 
applied as a single electrical stimulation. Participants would then rate the sensation using an electronic visual analogue 
scale (VAS) coupled to a computer with software designed for the purpose. Participants were instructed that VAS ranged 
from 0–10 (0=no pain, 1=first sensation of pain, 10=maximum imaginable pain). Subsequently, a series of 5 stimulations 
were applied using the same current intensity, and participants were asked to rate the sensation accordingly.26 The 
temporal summation score was calculated as the difference in pain score (VAS) after 5 stimulations vs 1 stimulation. This 
procedure was applied to a control area (right C5 dermatome) and a pancreatic area (ventral Th10 dermatome).

Pressure stimulations were performed using a pressure algometer (Somedic AB, Stockholm, Sweden), which 
increases pressure at a rate of 30 kPa/sec until the participants reached pain detection threshold (pPDT) and pain 
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tolerance threshold (pPTT), respectively. Values for pPDT and pPTT were an average of three consecutive assessments. 
For all participants, pressures were applied at 6 locations on the right body side: C5 dermatome, Th4 dermatome, ventral 
Th10 dermatome, dorsal Th10 dermatome, L1 dermatome, and L4 dermatome. To compare with previous QST findings, 
we excluded the measurement from the Th4 dermatome.14

During the cold pressor test, participants were asked to keep their right hand immersed in the cold water 
(temperature of 2 degree Celsius) for 180 seconds or until the pain became unbearable. The period each participant 
could keep their hand immersed in water was noted as the endurance time. Every 10 seconds, subjects were asked to 
rate the pain using the VAS. The cold pressor test was used as a conditioning stimulus for activating descending pain 
modulation from supraspinal structures (conditioning pain modulation).26 This response was evaluated by applying 
a test pain stimulus before and after the conditioning stimulus (cold pressor test). We used pPTT assessed on the left 
L4 dermatome as the test pain stimulus. Conditioned pain modulation was subsequently calculated as the percentual 
rise in pPTT following the conditioning stimulus – thereby giving a measure for descending pain modulation 
capacity.27

Nociceptive Withdrawal Reflex
The NWR was elicited as outlined in one of our previously published articles.28 At the site of innervation of the medial 
plantar nerve on the plantar skin, the NWR was elicited by electrical stimulation. The arch of the sole of the right foot 
was used for placement of the cathode (15 × 15 mm, Neuroline 700; Ambu A/S, Denmark), whereas the anode was 
placed on the dorsum of the foot (50 × 90 mm, Synapse; Ambu A/S, Denmark). A constant current of five square-wave 
pulses was delivered as previously described.28 All the electrical stimulations were managed within a custom-made 
software program (Center for Sensory-Motor Interaction, Aalborg University, Denmark). The stimulus intensity was 
manually increased with 1 mA at a time. The perception threshold was noted as the stimulation intensity (in mA) where 
the participant felt first sensation. For identification of the reflex threshold the staircase method was used, as previously 
described in detail.29 Subsequently, the intensity (in mA) needed for elicitation of the NWR was noted. After identifying 
and rating the reflex threshold, the participant was given a total of 18 stimuli at three different intensities with intervals of 
8–12s between stimuli. Thus, the participant was given six stimuli of each intensity in a randomized order. The intensities 
were divided into low intensity (1 × Reflex threshold), medium intensity (1.3 X reflex threshold), and high intensity (1.6 
× Reflex threshold). This method of stimulations has been used previously.28

Electromyography
EMG data from the belly of the ipsilateral tibialis anterior muscle were obtained during stimulations. For preparation and 
cleaning of the skin prior to the placement of two surface electrodes, sandpaper and alcohol was used. One electrode (15 
× 15 mm, Neuroline 700; Ambu A/S, Ballerup, Denmark) was placed on the muscle, while one grounding electrode (50 × 
90 mm, Synapse; Ambu A/S) was placed just below the patella. The signal was then bandpass filtered between 5 and 500 
Hz by utilization of a zero-phase digital 12th-order Butterworth filter.

Electroencephalography
During the NWR, EEG data were recorded using the Quick-Cap International (Compumedics® Neuroscan™, El Paso, 
TX, USA), which is a 62-channel surface electrode EEG cap. For this recording, the 10–20 system was used. Maximum 
impedance was 5 kΩ. EEG data were recorded continuously with open filters and a sampling rate of 1000 Hz (SynAmp, 
Neuroscan, El Paso, TX, USA).

Data Analysis
Not all patients were able to complete the whole protocol due to discomfort. A detailed overview of the data available for 
each examination modality is shown in Figure 1. The EMG and EEG data were analyzed in MATLAB (R 2021a Math- 
works Inc., Natick, MA, USA).
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Electromyography
For the analysis of EMG data, the interval peak z-scores were quantified on single sweeps.30 The z-score was defined as 
previously described.31 Definitions for the pre-stimulus window and the reflex window were set as previously 
described.28 In all cases, a rectified area under the curve (AUC) was calculated in the reflex window. For each subject, 
we calculated a mean AUC from all stimulations. A peak interval z-score was set at 6 based on a previously published 
method.32 If the z-score was above 6 at any time during the reflex window, this was interpreted as an elicited NWR. In 
case of successful elicitation, we defined the latency as the first timepoint where the z-score was above 6. For each 
subject, we calculated a mean latency.

Electroencephalography
Data were analyzed using the EEGLAB toolbox for MATLAB (version 14.1.2; Schwartz Center for Computational 
Neuroscience, Institute for Neural Computation, University of California, San Diego, CA, USA). The EEG data were 
filtered using a 1 Hz filter to remove direct current drift and a 49–51 Hz notch filter to remove mains noise. The 
Clean_artifacts Toolbox with default settings and “window criterion” off was used to remove additional noise from the 
dataset. Channels containing noise were interpolated using spherical interpolation, and all channels were afterward 
referenced to a standard reference. All data were visually inspected prior to independent component analysis (ICA). The 
data were down-sampled to 250 Hz for ICA, “runica” was used in combination with ICALabel to visually distinguish 
independent components containing biological or outside noise.33 After selecting components containing non-biological 
signals, the analyzed data were added to the entire dataset (1000 Hz), and the components selected for removal were 
pruned from the dataset. Evoked potentials were averaged across stimulations.

Evoked Potential Feature Extraction
The amplitudes and corresponding latencies of averaged evoked potentials for each subject from the peaks P1, N1, and 
P2 were extracted from the Cz electrode. These were manually selected by an assessor blinded to the two groups (CP 
patient or healthy control).

Figure 1 Overview of data available for each measure. 
Abbreviations: CP, chronic pancreatitis; QST, quantitative sensory testing; NWR, nociceptive withdrawal reflex; SEPs, somatosensory evoked potentials; CPM, conditioned 
pain modulation; EEG, electroencephalography; EMG, electromyography.
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Statistics
Continuous variables were checked for normality using the Shapiro–Wilks test and presented as mean ± SD or median 
(IQR) as appropriate. Group comparisons were performed using the Student’s t-test or the non-parametric Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum test. Proportions were presented as %, and group differences were tested using the chi-squared test. 
A multilevel mixed-effects model compared groups with pressure thresholds as dependent variables and interaction 
between disease status and examination site as independent variables. Repeated measurements were included with 
subjects and stimulation sites as random effects. Group comparisons of the reported VAS during the cold pressor test 
were also performed using a mixed linear model of repeated measures. In this model, we included subjects and time as 
random effects. Individual stimulation sites during pressure stimulations were compared using post hoc Bonferroni 
corrections; however, we refrained from Bonferroni corrections when comparing individual timepoints during the cold 
pressor test due to the high number of repeated measures. EEG measures were illustrated graphically groupwise, and 
groups were compared using a multilevel mixed-effects model. The same approach was used as for the pressure 
stimulation thresholds. Correlation between NWR findings, clinical characteristics, and QST measures were examined 
using Spearman’s ρ. P-values below 0.05 were considered statistically significant. All statistical calculations were 
conducted in R version 1.4.

Results
Seventeen patients with CP and 20 healthy controls were included. Patients had a higher proportion of smokers and were 
shorter than the healthy controls, but the groups were otherwise comparable (Table 1).

Table 1 Basic Demography of Included Chronic Pancreatitis Patients (n = 17) and Healthy 
Controls (n = 20)

Chronic Pancreatitis Healthy Controls

Age (years), mean ± SD 52.5 ± 16.5 46.8 ± 13.3

Male gender, n (%) 9 (53) 12 (60)

Height (cm), mean ± SD 169.5 ± 10.4 178.8 ± 9.7

Weight (kg), mean ± SD 71.3 ± 20.4 80.2 ± 12.8

BMI (kg/m2), mean ± SD 24.5 ± 4.9 25.1 ± 3.1

Active smoking, n (%) 10 (59) 4 (29)

Alcohol >14units/week, n (%) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Systolic blood pressure (mmHg), mean (SD) 131 ± 20 136 ± 23

Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg), mean ± SD 76 ± 14 80 ± 14

Pulse (/min), mean ± SD 80 ± 13 69 ± 11

Disease duration (years), mean ± SD 9 ± 8 –

Risk/etiology of chronic pancreatitis, n (%) according to TIGAR-Oa

Toxic-metabolic 5 (29) -

Idiopathic 4 (24)

Genetic 2 (12)
Autoimmune 1 (6)

Recurrent/severe acute pancreatitis 5 (29)

Obstructive 0 (0)

Notes: aWhitcomb DC, Pancreatitis: TIGAR-O version 2 Risk/Etiology Checklist with topic reviews, updates, and use 
primers. Clin Transl Gastroenterol. 2019; 10(6):1–14.
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Quantitative Sensory Testing
Temporal Summation
The temporal summation scores did not differ between groups at either the control site (CP: 1 (IQR, 1–2); Healthy: 1 
(IQR, 1–1); P = 0.78) or the pancreatic site (CP: 2 (IQR, 1–2); Healthy: 1 (IQR, 1–1.25); P = 0.31).

Pressure Stimulation
Overall, patients with CP detected pain at lower mechanical pressure intensity compared to healthy controls (P < 0.001). 
This was significant across all five dermatomes (all P ≤ 0.017) (Figure 2A). Likewise, patients with CP had lower overall 
pain tolerance thresholds during the pressure stimulations (P < 0.001). Again, this difference was significant between 
groups when comparing examination sites individually (all P ≤ 0.009) (Figure 2B).

Cold Pressor Test and Conditioned Pain Modulation
During the cold pressor test, patients with CP reported overall higher VAS scores than healthy controls (P=0.03). The 
post-hoc analysis confirmed this was significant at all time points from 50 to 180 seconds except at 150 and 160 seconds 
(Figure 3A). Patients with CP had lower endurance time than healthy controls (CP: 120 seconds (IQR, 50–180); Healthy: 
180 seconds (IQR, 180–180); P < 0.001) (Figure 3B). There were no differences in the conditioned pain modulation, 
which was 10% (IQR, 0–30%) in patients and 7.5% (IQR, 3.4–15%) in controls. In patients with CP, the median pPTT 
was 704 kPa (IQR, 449–945 kPa) before the cold pressor test and 772 kPa (IQR, 561–862 kPa) afterward. In healthy 
controls, median pPTT before the conditioning stimulus was 1045 kPa (IQR, 761–1427 kPa) and increased to 1159 kPa 
(IQR, 773–1615 kPa) afterward.

Nociceptive Withdrawal Reflex
The reflex threshold for eliciting NWR was lower in patients with CP compared to healthy controls (CP: 14 mA (IQR, 
9.3–20); Healthy: 23 mA (IQR, 18.8–27.3); P = 0.02) (Figure 4A). The median number of reflexes elicited during 
stimulation per subject did not differ between groups (CP: 9 (IQR, 0–15.3); Healthy: 13 (IQR, 1–16.5); P = 0.54). The 
AUC of the EMG per subject was higher in CP patients compared to healthy controls, indicating spinal hyperexcitability 
(CP: 16.4 (IQR, 11.9–30.5); Healthy: 9.7 (IQR, 4.5–20.7); P = 0.045) (Figure 4B). The EMG latency per subject did not 
differ between groups (CP: 46.2 milliseconds (IQR, 0–80); Healthy: 60.8 milliseconds (IQR, 5.5–74.5); P = 0.72).

Figure 2 (A) Median pain detection thresholds in patients with chronic pancreatitis (n = 17) and healthy controls (n = 20), Whiskers mark interquartile range, (B) Median 
pain tolerance thresholds in patients with chronic pancreatitis (n = 17) and healthy controls (n = 20), Whiskers mark interquartile range.
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Evoked Brain Potentials
When comparing EEG recorded during NWR, we found no difference between groups on either peak-to-peak or 
individual peak amplitude and latency (Supplementary Figure 1A–C).

Correlation Between Quantitative Sensory Testing and Neurophysiological Measures
We found a positive correlation between reflex thresholds and cold pressor endurance time (ρ =0.71, P = 0.004) (Figure 5A). 
Furthermore, 6 out of the 7 CP patients who were unable to complete the cold pressor test had the lowest reflex threshold values 
within the complete CP cohort (Figure 5B). We also correlated other QST and clinical measures to NWR findings and found 

Figure 3 (A) Self-reported pain during cold pressor test in chronic pancreatitis patients (n = 17) and healthy controls (n = 20), VAS = visual analogue scale, (B) Coldpressor 
endurance time in chronic pancreatitis patients (n = 17) and healthy controls (n = 20).

Figure 4 (A) Boxplot of reflex thresholds measured in mA during the nociceptive withdrawal reflex in patients with chronic pancreatitis (n = 14) and healthy controls (n = 20), 
(B) Boxplot of reflex AUC per subject measured using electromyography during elicitation of the nociceptive withdrawal reflex in patients with chronic pancreatitis (n = 12) and 
healthy controls (n = 19). 
Abbreviation: AUC, area under the curve.
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a positive correlation between reflex thresholds and Brief Pain Inventory pain severity score (ρ =0.70, P = 0.02), as well as disease 
duration (ρ = 0.61, P = 0.02) in CP patients (Table 2).

Opioid Stratification
Because it is well-known that opioid treatment affects experimental pain testing, we chose to stratify patients according 
to whether they were on permanent opioid treatment or not at the time of testing. We conducted this analysis for all 
measures separating CP patients and healthy controls. However, we found no differences between patient groups in 
pressure pain detection or tolerance thresholds, subjective sensation of pain or endurance time during cold pressor tests, 
or reflex thresholds or sizes during the NWR.

Figure 5 (A) Scatterplot of reflex thresholds and cold pressor endurance time in patients with painful chronic pancreatitis (n=14), (B) Reflex thresholds in patients with 
painful chronic pancreatitis colored according to whether they were able to endure the cold pressor test for 180 seconds (n=7) or less (n=7).

Table 2 Correlations Between Nociceptive Withdrawal Reflex Findings (Reflex 
Threshold, Reflex Area Under the Curve), Clinical Characteristics and Quantitative 
Sensory Testing Measures in Patients with Painful CPa

Measure Reflex Threshold Reflex AUC

Age ρ = −0.41, P = 0.15 ρ = 0.19, P = 0.56

Disease duration ρ = 0.61, P = 0.02b ρ = 0.04, P = 0.91

Brief Pain Inventory Pain Severity score ρ = 0.70, P = 0.02c ρ = −0.49, P = 0.22

Brief Pain Inventory Pain Interference score ρ = 0.18, P = 0.61 ρ = −0.38, P = 0.35

Temporal summation – T10 abdomen ρ = −0.26, P = 0.36 ρ = 0.15, P = 0.65

Temporal summation – C5 ρ = −0.14, P = 0.63 ρ = 0, P = 1

Pressure detection thresholds summarized ρ = −0.19, P = 0.52 ρ = 0.01, P = 0.97

Pressure tolerance thresholds summarized ρ = 0.07, P = 0.82 ρ = −0.01, P = 0.98

VAS during cold pressor (AUC) ρ = 0.25, P = 0.39 ρ = −0.08, P = 0.80

Cold pressor endurance time ρ = 0.71, P = 0.004d ρ = 0.37, P = 0.24

Notes: Bold text marks statistical significance, ρ refers to Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. bData available 
for 14 patients, cData available for 10 patients, dData available for 14 patients. 
Abbreviations: aAUC, area under the curve; VAS, visual analogue scale.
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Discussion
This study demonstrated hyperalgesia to pressure and tonic exposure to cold temperatures in patients with painful CP 
compared with healthy controls. Patients with CP also had lower reflex thresholds and higher EMG activity, indicating 
predominantly spinal hyperexcitability. We found a positive correlation between reflex thresholds and cold pressor 
endurance, indicating that spinal hyperexcitability is related to clinical pain.

Quantitative Sensory Testing
Overall, patients with CP in this study exhibited hyperalgesia during QST, keeping with previous findings.11,34,35 

Nonetheless, it seems most patients did not have hyperalgesia to dynamic testing (conditioning pain modulation and 
temporal summation). This might be due to the reliability of these measures, since our previous study on CP patients 
found high variability and low reproducibility of conditioned pain modulation compared to static measures such as pain 
thresholds.36 We found no significant differences in temporal summation between groups, in contrast to previous findings 
of increased temporal summation in patients with CP.37 Temporal summation has mainly been used to characterize 
hyperalgesia as part of QST-regimens13,36 and might be less sensitive as a stand-alone measure. The method used for the 
evaluation of temporal summation in this study was also different than what has been used in previous studies of CP 
patients, limiting direct comparisons. Previous findings that not all patients with painful CP have evidence of generalized 
hyperalgesia may also partly explain this.38

The Nociceptive Reflex
Lower reflex thresholds using NWR have been found in patients with, eg, headache, musculoskeletal pain, whiplash, and 
fibromyalgia.19–22 Furthermore, we have shown that treatment with venlafaxine and tapentadol decreased the reflex 
activity in healthy controls.28,39 Together, these findings indicate that both pain and analgesics may alter the thresholds 
for eliciting the NWR. In this context, we found no difference in reflex thresholds between patients stratified according to 
whether they were on permanent opioid treatment or not, which may be a type II error. We found a positive correlation 
between the NWR threshold and cold pressor endurance time, in agreement with previous findings that tonic pain during 
the cold pressor test offers a valid experimental model for subjective pain assessment.40 The NWR works at a lower 
spinal level than the location of the pancreas. Still, previous studies show that visceral afferents terminate diffusively and 
with little spatial discrimination at the spinal level.41 Thus, the NWR may still represent segmental central pain processes 
in painful CP. A positive correlation between the NWR threshold and cold pressor endurance time also speaks to the 
feasibility of QST using the cold pressor test as a bedside evaluation of complex neuronal processing in patients with 
painful CP. We found a positive correlation between reflex thresholds and self-reported pain severity and disease 
duration, which seems counterintuitive. However, co-morbidity and co-medication can modulate the reflex threshold 
and influence our findings.42 Furthermore, as subjective pain intensity is determined by supraspinal networks and 
complex psychological mechanisms, it is not directly associated with spinal hyperexcitability.

Clinical Implications
Spinal hyperexcitability in patients with painful CP is in keeping with the suboptimal pain relief with current therapies 
and further supports the use of alternative management strategies.1,43 In this context, pregabalin reduces pain in patients 
with CP compared to placebo – possibly through subcortical mechanisms.44,45 Tapentadol and venlafaxine also affect the 
NWR, whereas oxycodone does not,28,39 supporting the use of serotonin and norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors in 
patients with painful CP.46 Of that note, non-opioid analgesics are recommended over opioid treatment in guidelines for 
pain management of CP.47 Patients with painful CP are most likely a very heterogenous group, and pancreatic pain is 
often multifactorial. Hence, we would expect patients within this group to vary substantially in pain processing 
mechanisms and therapy responses. Quantification of the NWR or QST may be used to predict which patients respond 
to different therapies and thus individualize treatment. This notion is supported by our previous finding where QST 
predicted response to pregabalin treatment in patients with painful CP.15 This is an essential field for future research on 
new treatment modalities and personalization of treatment for these patients. By individualizing treatment according to 
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central neuronal changes in CP patients, we may improve the effectiveness of pain management while avoiding adverse 
effects associated with ineffective management strategies.48

Limitations
Patients in this study were highly selected from the heterogeneous group of individuals with CP and may represent those 
with a higher disease burden as they were originally selected for a drug trial. In this regard, there are several potential 
confounders for the neurophysiological testing (eg, NWR) including diabetes and analgesics that may influence our 
results such as recently shown by our group.28,49,50 We did, however, take this partly into account since we stratified for 
opioid use in our analysis. Due to the relatively small sample size, the validity of the correlation analyses may be limited, 
and there was an overall increased risk of type 2 errors. As the examinations involved detailed investigations of 
nociceptive processes and subjective pain, they were comprehensive. Hence, some patients could not complete all 
evaluations, resulting in missing data that could also have influenced the results. Nevertheless, the tendency in our study 
was clear, and it is unlikely that more patients would have changed the overall findings.

Conclusion
We showed that hyperalgesia in patients with painful CP might be related to changes in central pain processing, 
predominantly at the spinal level. Furthermore, we showed that QST provides a feasible bedside tool for evaluating 
the magnitude of these changes, potentially allowing clinicians to personalize treatment. This may improve outcomes and 
quality of life for patients with painful CP.
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